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The Polytechnic Alumni are many and prosperous. They should break the old precedents of the past and do a little boosting by taking one subscription and getting at least one other. There is no reason why the Polygram should not serve the Poly alumni by keeping them in touch with each other as well as their Alma Mater. This is doubly true since the yearly boost in the yearly budget, due to the neglect on the part of the alumni, has of necessity been discontinued. Alumni help the Student-Body of your Alma Mater and be a better Polyman or Polywoman.

FOOTBALL PROSPECTS.

Coach Schlosberg has been heard to remark that from the football board this season there are better prospects for a winning team than there were last season. The Coaches are well pleased with the turn-out, still has hopes for more 'pop'.
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Lives of editors remind us.

That their lives are not

sold for,
or they have to work like thunder.

To get the papers on time.

Ex.

In plain English we want the

co-operation of every student and

faculty member in publishing this
paper. Two minds are better than

one so if you can help, do so. We

would like to be criticized and

will be glad to receive your criti-
cisms.

Our Exchange Department is

large this year and every loyal

student should want this represen-
tative of the school to be the best

possible.

Get That Little Booster Spirit.

ELECTIONS.

Since the election credits

provided for graduated library

work done for the Polygram and the

sooner you will get - to secure con-

tact will be as follows:

1. All of his articles must be

accepted by the Polygram.

2. One article must be accepted

by the Journal.

3. Each paper must contain at

least two hundred words.

4. These papers must, when turn-

ed in, be satisfactory in spelling,

punctuation and sentence and para-

graph structure. The fact that an

article is published does not neces-

sarily signify that it has conformed

with this requirement as far as

presses, the Polygram will, from time

to time, publish a list of accredited

articles.

REGISTRATION DAY.

The morning of September 17,

'19, saw what gives promise to be

the most successful year in the

history of the Polygram. To very

ticklad to see so many out front.

Here are several new faces and

bas as well as some new faces and

a few familiar ones.

In many cases they have to work like thunder

to get the papers on time.

Ex. We want the

co-operation of every student and

faculty member in publishing this
paper. Two minds are better than

one so if you can help, do so. We

would like to be criticized and

will be glad to receive your criti-
cisms.

Our Exchange Department is

large this year and every loyal

student should want this represen-
tative of the school to be the best

possible.

Get That Little Booster Spirit.
Windy: (who is talking over the phone at the Power House) - Say, Martinsen, stop the engine while I talk to this girl, will you?

We wish to make the Josh department of our weekly Polygram a feature of which the paper may be proud. We plan to greatly increase the size of this department in the succeeding issues, and request the co-operation of the student-body that we may more easily reach this goal. Contributions may be handed into the Josh Editor or placed in the Josh Box on the first floor of the Ad. Building, near Room 6. If you hear a good one on your neighbor, let the rest of us enjoy it, too.
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A timid little Freshie To the Josh box did come; Dropped a penny into it, and waited for the gum.

Josie: Are you the same fellow who ate my baked apples in cooking class yesterday? Flasket: No, I will never be the same man again.
"How much did it cost you?"
"One, what a great," and "I'll either starve or go broke," are a few of the various comments heard about the dining hall these days.

The new cafeteria system in charge of Miss Whiting which has been installed this year, seems to meet with approval both in food and service. To an onlooker, however, the gracefulness of some of the boys in carrying trays would resemble that of a hippopotamus with the rheumatism.

Ellen Hughes going home from school, Hodges smiled at me the first time he saw me.
Lee Otro:- That's nothing, I laughed the first time I saw you.

Miss Hartzell:-- This is the best exercise that I know of for narrow shoulders.

Hazel True:-- Miss Hartzell, what can you do for narrow minds?

Mr. Brooks in American History:-- After the Stewarts were banished from England, what royal family occupied the throne?
Yorks (brightly) The Oranges.

Rollo:-- What are you doing these days?

Ted:-- I'm an oculist in the cafeteria.

Rollo:-- You don't mean it?

Ted:-- Yes, I cut the eyes out of potatoes.